AKURE REGENT LAUDS FUTA MANAGEMENT

The Regent of Akure land, Princess Dr. (Mrs.) Adetutu Adesida-Ojei has lauded the Council and management of the Federal University of Akure for contributing to the advancement of knowledge and technological development through its laudable achievements in the field of technology.

Princess Adesida-Ojei stated this when the Governing Council of FUTA led by the new Chairman and Pro-Chancellor, Dr. Mohammed Shata paid her a courtesy visit. The Regent said “The contribution of FUTA to the educational, social and economic development of Nigeria, Ondo State and Akure is immense. We in Akure and its environs are proud of your laudable achievements since the establishment of the University. FUTA has placed Ondo State, particularly Akure at the best place on the globe. I am particularly happy with the management of the institution for the giant strides and for putting FUTA in the very best position among Nigerian Universities. Since I came to Akure, I have identified with the University and I am very happy with you. I assure you that the palace and entire Akure community will continue to work hand in hand with you to achieve greater success”.

Speaking earlier, the Pro-Chancellor and Chairman, Governing Council of FUTA, Dr. Mohammed Shata appreciated the support the University has received from the palace, especially from the Regent. He also thanked her for always identifying with the University during programmes and activities of the institution. She assured the Regent that FUTA will continue to ensure that it remains relevant in its areas of core competence of teaching, research and community development.